Abstract. Tree automata with one memory have been introduced in 2001. They generalize both pushdown (word) automata and the tree automata with constraints of equality between brothers of Bogaert and Tison. Though it has a decidable emptiness problem, the main weakness of this model is its lack of good closure properties. We propose a generalization of the visibly pushdown automata of Alur and Madhusudan to a family of tree recognizers which carry along their (bottom-up) computation an auxiliary unbounded memory with a tree structure (instead of a symbol stack). In other words, these recognizers, called visibly Tree Automata with Memory (VTAM) define a subclass of tree automata with one memory enjoying Boolean closure properties. We show in particular that they can be determinized and the problems like emptiness, inclusion and universality are decidable for VTAM. Moreover, we propose an extension of VTAM whose transitions may be constrained by structural equality and disequality tests between memories, and show that this extension preserves the good closure and decidability properties.
Introduction
The control flow of programs with calls to functions can be abstracted as pushdown systems. This allows to reduce some program verification problems to problems (e.g. model-checking) on pushdown automata. When it comes to functional languages with continuation passing style, the stack must contain information on continuations and has the structure of a dag (for jumps). Similarly, in the context of asynchronous concurrent programming languages, for two concurrent threads the ordering of return is not determined (synchronized) and these threads can not be stacked. In these cases, the control flow is better modeled as a tree structure rather than a stack. That is why we are interested in tree automata with one memory, which generalize the pushdown (tree) automata, replacing the stack with a tree.
Tree automata with one memory are introduced in [4] . They compute bottomup on a tree, with an auxiliary memory carrying a tree. Along a computation, at any node of the tree, the memory is updated incrementally from the memory reached at the sons of the node. This update may consist in building a new tree from the memories at the sons (this generalizes a push) or retrieving a subtree of one of the memories at the sons (this generalizes a pop). In addition, such automata may perform equality tests: a transition may be constrained to be performed, only when the memories reached at some of the sons are identical. In this way, tree automata with memory also generalize tree automata with equality tests between brothers [3] .
Automata with one memory have been introduced in the context of the verification of security protocols, where the messages exchanged are represented as trees. In the context of (functional or concurrent) programs, the creation of a thread, or a callcc, corresponds to a push, the termination of a thread or a callcc corresponds to a pop. The emptiness problem for such automata is in EXPTIME. However, the class of tree languages defined by such automata is neither closed by intersection nor by complement. This is not surprising as they are strictly more general than context free languages.
On the other hand, Alur and Madhusudan have introduced the notion of visibility for pushdown automata [2] , which is a relevant restriction in the context of control flow analysis. With this restriction, determinization is possible and actually the class of languages is closed under Boolean operations.
In this paper, we introduce the new formalism of Visibly Tree Automata with Memory (VTAM), extending on one hand Visibly pushdown languages to trees, including a tree structure instead of a stack (following former approaches [10, 15, 8] ). On the other hand, VTAM restrict tree automata with one memory, imposing a visibility condition on the transitions: each symbol is assigned a given type of action. When reading a symbol, the automaton can only perform the assigned type of action: push or pop.
We first show in Section 3 that VTAM can be determinized, using a proof similar to the proof of [2] , and do have the good closure properties. The main difficulty here is to understand what is a good notion of visibility for trees, with memories instead of stacks.
In a second part of the paper (Section 4), we consider VTAM with constraints. Our constraints here are recognizable relations; a transition can be fired only if the memory contents of the sons of the current node satisfy such a relation. We give then a general theorem, expressing conditions on such relations, which ensure the decidability of emptiness. Such conditions are shown to be necessary on one hand, and, on the other hand, we prove that they are satisfied by some examples, including equality tests and structural equality tests. As an intermediate result, we show that, in case of equality tests or structural equality tests, the language of memories that can be reached in a given state is always a regular language. This is a generalization of the well-known result that the set of stack contents in a pushdown automaton is always regular. To prove this, we observe that the memories contents are recognized by a two-way alternating tree automaton with constraints. Then we show, using a saturation strategy, that two-way alternating tree automata with (structural) equality constraints are not more expressive than standard tree automata.
We consider VTAM with structural equality tests, since the determinization and closure properties of Section 3 carry over this generalization, which we show in Section 4.4. Finally, we give in Section 4.5 some examples of languages that can be recognized by VTAM with structural equality and disequality tests: wellbalanced binary trees, red-black trees, powerlists...
Generalisations of pushdown automata to trees (both for input and stack) are proposed in [10, 15, 8] . Our contributions are the generalization of the visibility condition of [2] to such tree automata -our VTAM (without constraints) strictly generalize the VP Languages of [2] , and the addition of constraints on the stack contents. The visibly tree automata of [1] use a word stack which is less general than a tree structured memory but the comparison with VTAM is not easy as they are alternating and compute top-down on infinite trees.
Preliminaries
Term algebra. A signature Σ is a finite set of function symbols with arity, denoted by f , g. . . We write Σ n the subset of function symbols of Σ of arity n. Given an infinite set X of variables, the set of terms built over Σ and X is denoted T (Σ, X ), and the subset of ground terms is denoted T (Σ). The set of variables occurring in a term t ∈ T (Σ, X ) is denoted vars(t). A substitution σ is a mapping from X to T (Σ, X ) such that {x|σ(x) = x}, the support of σ, is finite. The application of a substitution σ to a term t is written tσ. It is the homomorphic extension of σ to T (Σ, X ). The positions Pos(t) in a term t are sequences of positive integers (Λ, the empty sequence, is the root position). A subterm of t at position p is written t| p , and the replacement in t of the subterm at position p by u denoted t[u] p .
Rewriting. We assume standard definitions and notations for term rewriting [9] . A term rewriting system (TRS) over a signature Σ is a finite set of rewrite rules → r, where ∈ T (Σ, X ) and r ∈ T (Σ, vars( )). A term t ∈ T (Σ, X ) rewrites to s by a TRS R (denoted t → R s) if there is a rewrite rule → r ∈ R, a position p of t and a substitution σ such that t| p = σ and s = t[rσ] p . The transitive and reflexive closure of → R is denoted − − → * R .
Tree Automata. Following definitions and notation of [5] , we consider tree automata which compute bottom-up (from leaves to root) on (finite) ground terms in T (Σ). At each stage of computation on a tree t, a tree automaton reads the function symbol f at the current position p in t and updates its current state, according to f and to the respective states reached at the positions immediately under p in t. Formally, a bottom-up tree automaton (TA) A on a signature Σ as a tuple (Q, Q f , ∆) where Σ is the computation signature, Q is a finite set of nullary state symbols, disjoint from Σ, Q f ⊆ Q is the subset of final states and ∆ is a set of rewrite rules of the form: f (q 1 , . . . , q n ) → q, where f ∈ Σ and q 1 , . . . , q n ∈ Q. A term t is accepted by A in state
) and a set of ground terms is called regular if it is the language of a TA.
Visibly Tree Automata with Memory
We propose in this section a subclass of the tree automata with one memory [4] which is stable under Boolean operations and has a decidable emptiness problem.
Definition of VTAM
Tree automata have been extended [4] to carry an unbounded information stored in a tree structure along the states in computations. This information is called memory in [4] and will keep this terminology here, and call our recognizers tree automata with memory (TAM). For consistency with the above formalisms, the memory contents will be ground terms over a memory signature Γ . Like for TA we consider bottom-up computations of TAM in trees; at each stage of computation on a tree t, a TAM, like a TA, reads the function symbol at the current position p in t and updates its current state, according to the states reached immediately under p. Moreover, a configuration of TAM contains not only a state but also a memory, which is a tree. The current memory is updated according to the respective contents of memories reached in the nodes immediately under p in t.
As above, we use term rewrite systems in order to define the transitions allowed in a TAM. For this purpose, we add an argument to state symbols, which will contain the memory. Hence, a configuration of TAM in state q and whose memory contains is the ground term m ∈ T (Γ ) is represented by the term q(m). We propose below a very general definition of TAM (it differs from the one of [4] ) which shall be restricted later on. Definition 1. A bottom-up tree automaton with memory (TAM) on a signature Σ is a tuple (Γ, Q, Q f , ∆) where Γ is a memory signature, Q is a finite set of unary state symbols, disjoint from Σ ∪ Γ , Q f ⊆ Q is the subset of final states and ∆ is a set of rewrite rules of the form f q 1 (m 1 ), . . . , q n (m n ) → q(m) where f ∈ Σ n , q 1 , . . . , q n , q ∈ Q and m 1 , . . . , m n , m ∈ T (Γ, X ).
The rules of ∆ are also called transition rules. A term t is accepted by A in state q ∈ Q and with memory m ∈ T (Γ ) iff t − − → Visibility Condition. The above formalism is of course far too expressive. As there are no restrictions on the operation performed on memory by the rewrite rules, one can easily encode a Turing machine as a TAM. We shall now define a decidable restriction called visibly tree automata with memory (VTAM).
First, we consider only three main families (later divided into subcategories) of operations on memory. We assume below a computation step at some position p of a term, where memories m 1 , . . . , m n have been reached at the positions immediately below p:
-PUSH: the new current memory m is build with a symbol h ∈ Γ n pushed at the top of memories reached:
According to the terminology of [2] , this corresponds to a call move in a program represented by an automaton. -POP: the new current memory is a subterm of one of the the memories reached:
. This corresponds to a function's return in a program. -INT (internal): the new current memory is one of the memories reached:
. This corresponds to an internal operation (neither call nor return) in a function of a program.
Next, we adhere to the visibility condition of [2] . The idea behind this restriction, which was already in [12] , is that the symbol read (in a term in our case and [1] , in a word in the case of [2] ) by an automaton corresponds to an instruction of a program, and hence belongs to one of the three above families (call, return and internal). Indeed, the effect of the execution of a given instruction on the current program state (a stack for [2] or a tree in our case) will always be in the same family. In other words, in this context, the family of the memory operations performed by a transition is completely determined by the function symbol read. We assume from now on for the sake of simplicity that all the symbols of Σ and Γ have either arity 0 or 2. This is not a real restriction, and the results of this paper can be extended straightforwardly to the case of function symbols with other arity. The signature Σ is partitioned in eight subsets:
The eight corresponding transition categories are defined formally in Figure 1 . In this figure, ⊥ is a special constant symbol in Γ , used to represent an empty memory. Note that the other constant symbols of Γ are not relevant since they can not be pushed or popped. Note that each POP rule has a variant which read an empty memory.
Definition 2.
A visibly tree automaton with memory (VTAM) on Σ is a TAM (Γ, Q, Q f , ∆) such that every rule of ∆ belongs to one of the above categories
A VTAM A is said complete if every term of T (Σ) belong to L(A, q) for at least one state q ∈ Q. Every VTAM can be completed (with a polynomial overhead) by the addition of a trash state. Hence, we shall consider from now on only complete VTAM.
where q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q, y1, y2 are distinct variables of X , h ∈ Γ2, a ∈ Σ INT 0 , and every fi is in the corresponding partition of Σ (f2 ∈ Σ PUSH , f3 ∈ Σ POP 11 , etc). 
Determinism
-for all a ∈ Σ INT0 there is at most one rule in ∆ with left-member a,
Q and all h ∈ Γ , there is at most one rule in ∆ with left-member f q 1 (h(y 11 , y 12 )), q 2 (y 2 ) (resp. f q 1 (y 1 ), q 2 (h(y 21 , y 22 ))
Proof. We follow the technique of [2] for the determinization of VPA: we do a subset construction and postpone the application (to the memory) of PUSH rules, until a matching POP is met. The construction of [2] is extended in order to handle the branching structure of the term read and of the memory. With the visibility condition, for each symbol read, only one kind of memory operation is possible. This permits a more uniform construction of the rules of A det for each symbol of Σ. As we shall see below, A det wont need to keep track of the contents of memory (of A) during its computation, it will only need to memorize information on the reachability of states of A, following the path from the position of the PUSH symbol which has pushed the top symbol of the current memory (let us call it the last-memory-push-position) to the current position in the term. We let :
is the subset of states whose second component contains a final state of Q f . The first component is a flag indicating whether the memory is currently empty (value 0) or not (value 1). The second component is the subset of states of Q that A can reach at current position, and the third component is a binary relation on Q which contains (q, q ) iff starting from a state q and memory m at the last-memory-push-position, A can reach the current position in state q , and with the same memory m.
INT. For every f ∈ Σ INT1 , we have the following rules in ∆ det :
where R = q ∃q 1 ∈ R 1 , q 2 ∈ R 2 , f q 1 (y 1 ), q 2 (y 2 ) → q(y 1 ) ∈ ∆ and S is the update of S 1 according to the INT 1 -transitions of ∆ (when b 1 = 1, the case b 1 = 0 is similar):
The case f ∈ Σ INT2 is similar. We consider memory symbols made of pairs of states and PUSH symbols:
PUSH. For every f ∈ Σ PUSH , we have the following rules in ∆ det :
where
and Id Q is (q, q) q ∈ Q is used to initialize the memorization of state reachability from the position of the symbol f , and p :
Note that the two states reached just below the position of application of this rule are pushed on the top of the memory. They will be used later in order to update R and S when a matching POP symbol is read.
POP. For every f ∈ Σ POP11 , we have the following rules in ∆ det :
where h = Q 1 , Q 2 , g , with
When a POP symbol is read, the top symbol of the memory, which is popped, contains the states reached just before the application of the matching PUSH. We use this information in order to update b 1 , R 1 , S 1 and b 2 , R 2 , S 2 to b, R, S . The above constructions ensure the three invariants stated above, after the definition of Q det and corresponding to the three components of these states. It follows that L(A) = L(A det ). 2
Closure Properties
The tree automata with one memory of [4] are closed under union but not closed under intersection and complement (even their version without constraints). The visibility condition makes possible these closures for VTAM.
Theorem 2. The class of tree languages of VTAM is closed under Boolean operations (union, intersection, complement).
Proof. (sketch, see [7] for the complete constructions). For the union of two VTAM languages, we construct a VTAM whose memory signature, state set, final state set and rules set are the union of the respective memory signatures, state sets, final state sets and rules sets of the two given VTAM. For the intersection, we construct a VTAM whose memory signature, state set and final state set are the Cartesian product of the respective memory signatures, state sets and final state sets of the two given VTAM. The rule set of the intersection VTAM is obtained by "product" of rules of the two given VTAM with same function symbols. The product of rules means Cartesian products of the respective states and memory symbols pushed or popped. Note that such an operation is possible only because the visibility condition ensures that two rules with the same function symbol in left-side will have the same form. Hence we can synchronise memory operations on the same symbols.
For the complement, we use the construction of Theorem 1 and take the complement of the final state set of the VTAM obtained. 
Decision Problems
Every VTAM is a particular case of tree automaton with one memory of [4] . Since the emptiness problem (whether the language accepted is empty or not) is decidable for this latter class, it is also decidable for VTAM. In comparison, the emptiness is decidable for nondeterministic visibly pushdown (top-down) tree automata (N-VPTA) of [1] but the class of languages of infinite trees that they define is not closed under complement. The alternating version of these automata (VPTA, [1] ) is closed under Boolean operations but has an undecidable emptiness problem. We propose below a proof of decidability of emptiness which follows the same lines as [4] .
Theorem 3. The emptiness problem is decidable in EXPTIME for VTAM. The universality and inclusion problem are decidable in 2-EXPTIME for VTAM.
Proof. Assume given a VTAM A = (Γ, Q, Q f , ∆). By definition, for each state q ∈ Q, the language L(A, q) is empty iff the memory language M (A, q) is empty. We show that each M (A, q) is recognized by an alternating two-way automaton, hence is regular (see e.g. [5] ). We can construct in exponential time a TA A q of size exponential in the size of A and accepting L(A, q). A proof of a more general result will stated in Lemma 1 and can be found in [7] .
As usual, a VTAM A is universal iff the language of its complement automaton A is empty, and
Since these operations require a determinization of a given VTAM first, these problems can be decided in 2-EXPTIME for VTAM. 2
Visibly Tree Automata with Memory and Constraints
In the late eighties, some models of tree recognizers obtained by adding equality and disequality constraints in transitions of tree automata have been proposed in order to solve problems with term rewrite systems or constraints systems with non-linear patterns (terms with multiple occurrence of the same variable).
The tree automata of [3] for instance can perform equality and disequality test between subterms of the term read located at brother positions. In the case of tree automata with memory, we shall apply constraints to the contents of the memory. Indeed, each step of a bottom-up computation starts with two states and two memories (and ends with one state and one memory), and therefore, it is possible to compare the contents of these two memories, with respect to some binary relation. We state first the general definition of visibly tree automata with constraints on memories, then give sufficient conditions for the emptiness decidability and show some relevant examples which satisfy these conditions. Finally, we study in Section 4.4 the particular case of VTAM with structural equality constraints. They enjoy not only decision properties but also good closure properties.
Definitions
Assume given a fixed equivalence relation R on T (Γ ). We consider now four new categories for the symbols of Σ: INT Figure 2 . We will not extend the rules PUSH and POP with constraints for some reasons explained below. A ground term t rewrites to s by a constrained rule f q 1 (y 1 ), q 2 (y 2 ) − −−−− → y1 c y2 r (where c is either R or ¬R) if there exists a position p of t and a substitution σ such that t| p = σ, y 1 σ c y 2 σ and s = t[rσ] p .
For example, if R is term equality, the transition is performed only when the memory contents are identical.
Definition 3.
A visibly tree automaton with memory and constraints (VTAM R ¬R ) on a signature Σ is a tuple (Γ, R, Q, Q f , ∆) where Γ , Q, Q f are defined as for TAM, R is an equivalence relation on T (Γ ) and ∆ is a set of rewrite rules in one of the above categories: PUSH, POP 11 , POP 12 , POP 21 , POP 22 , INT 0 ,
We denote VTAM R the subclass of VTAM 
, for all q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q, there is at most one rule in ∆ with left-member f q 1 (y 1 ), q 2 (y 2 ) .
Emptiness decision
We propose here a generic theorem for emptiness decision. The idea of this theorem is that under some condition on R, the transition rules with negative constraints can be eliminated.
Theorem 4. Let R be an equivalence relation satisfying these two properties:
i. for all automaton A of VTAM R and for all state q of A, the memory language M (A, q) is a regular tree language, ii. the size of every equivalence class of R is bounded, and its elements can be enumerated.
Then the emptiness problem is decidable for VTAM R ¬R .
Proof. Let A = (Γ, R, Q, Q f , ∆) be a VTAM R ¬R . We show in [7] that there exists a VTAM
The proof is by induction on the number n of rules with negative constraints (i.e. rules in categories INT It follows from the condition i. of the theorem that emptiness is decidable for A, since by definition L(A, q) is empty iff M (A, q) is empty. 2
We will see soon (Section 4.4) two examples of relations satisfying i. and ii.
Regular tree relations
We first consider the general case where the equivalence R is based on an arbitrary regular binary relation on T (Γ ). By regular binary relation, we mean a set of pairs of ground terms accepted by a tree automaton computing simultaneously in both terms of the pair. More formally, we use a coding of a pair of terms of T (Σ) into a term of T (Σ ∪ {⊥}) 2 , where ⊥ is a new constant symbol (not in Σ). This coding is defined recursively by:
Then, a binary relation R ⊆ T (Σ) × T (Σ) is called regular iff the set {s ⊗ t (s, t) ∈ R} is regular.
The class of VTAM R ¬R when R is a binary regular tree relation constitutes a nice and uniform framework. Note however the condition ii. of Theorem 4 is not always true in this case. Actually, it is too expressive.
Theorem 5. The emptiness problem is undecidable for VTAM R with some R based on a regular binary relation.
Proof. We reduce the blank accepting problem for a deterministic Turing machine M. We encode configurations of M as "right-combs" (binary trees) built with the tape and state symbols of M, in Σ PUSH (hence binary) and a constant symbol ε in Σ INT0 . Let R be the regular relation which accepts all the pairs of configurations c⊗c such that c is a successor of c by M. A sequence of configurations c 0 c 1 . . . c n (with n ≥ 1) is encoded as a tree t = f (c 0 (f (c 1 , . . . f (c n−1 , c n ) )), where f is a binary symbol of Σ INT R
1
. We construct a VTAM R A which accepts exactly the term-representations t of computation sequences of M starting with the initial configuration c 0 of M and ending with is a final configuration c n with blank tape. Following the type of the function symbols, the rules of A will push all the symbols read in subterms of t corresponding to configurations and a transition applied at the top of a subterm f (c i , f (c i+1 , . . .)) will compare, with R, c i and c i+1 (the memory contents in respectively the left and right branches) and store c i in the memory. This way, A checks that successive configurations in t correspond to transitions of M, hence that the language of A is not empty iff M accepts the initial configuration c 0 . 2
Syntactic and structural equality and disequality constraints
We present now two examples of relations satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4. These results will be proved with the following crux Lemma.
Lemma 1. Let R be a regular binary relation defined by a TA whose state set is R i i = {1..n} and such that ∀i, j∃k, l R i (x, y) ∧ R j (y, z)|=|R k (x, y) ∧ R l (x, z). Let A = (Γ, R, Q, Q f , ∆) be a tree automaton with memory and constraints (not necessarily visibly). Then for every q ∈ Q, M (A, q) is regular.
Proof. (Sketch, the complete proof can be found in [7] ). We first observe that M (A, q) is the interpretation of q in the least Herbrand model of a set of Horn clauses computed from the rules ∆. We saturate this set of clauses by resolution with an selection and eager splitting. This saturation terminates, and the set of clauses corresponding to alternating automata transitions in the saturated set recognizes the language M (A, q), which is therefore regular.
2
We first apply Lemma 1 to the class VTAM = = where = denotes the equality between ground terms made of memory symbols. Lemma 1 applies also to another class VTAM ≡ ≡ , where ≡ denotes structural term equality, defined recursively as the smallest equivalence relation ground terms such that:
Note that it is a regular relation. 
Theorem 6. For every VTAM
Proof. We use the same construction as in the proof of Theorem 1, with a direct extension of the construction for INT to INT ≡ or INT ≡ . The key property for handling constraints is that the structure of memory (hence the result of the structural tests) is independent from the non-deterministic choices of the automaton. With the visibility condition it only depends on the term read. 2 Proof. We use the same constructions as in Theorem 2 (VTAM) for union and intersection. For the intersection, in the case of constrained rules we can safely keep the constraints in product rules, thanks to the visibility condition (as the structure of memory only depends on the term read, see the proof of Theorem 6 ). For instance, the product of the INT ≡ 1 rules f 9 q 11 (y 1 ), q 12 (y 2 ) −−−−→ y1≡y2 q 1 (y 1 ) and Constrained PUSH transitions. We did not consider a constrained extension of the rules PUSH. The main reason is that symbols of a new category PUSH ≡ , which test two memories for structural equality and then push a symbol on the top of them, permit construct a constrained VTAM A whose memory language M (A, q) is the set of well-balanced binary trees. This language is not regular, whereas the base of our emptiness decision procedure is the result (Theorem 4, Lemma 1) of regularity of these languages for the classes considered.
Some VTAM

≡ ≡ languages
The regular tree languages and VPL are particular cases of VTAM languages. In some cases, the tree automata with equality and disequality tests between brothers [3] can be simulated by VTAM = ¬= which push all the symbol read up to (dis)equality tests. We present in this final section some other relevant examples of VTAM ≡ ≡ languages.
Well balanced binary trees. The VTAM ≡ ≡ with memory alphabet {f, ⊥}, state set {q, q f }, unique final state q f , and whose rules follow accepts the (nonregular) language of well balanced binary trees build with g (binary, in Σ INT ≡ 1 ), f (binary, in Σ PUSH ) and a (constant in Σ INT0 ) with a g at the root position and only f 's and a's below.
Powerlists. A powerlist [14] is roughly a list of length 2 n (for n ≥ 0) whose elements are stored in the leaves of a balanced binary tree. This data structure has been used in [14] to specify data-parallel algorithms based on divide-and-conquer strategy and recursion (e.g. Batcher's merge sort and fast Fourier transform).
The following VTAM ≡ ≡ with memory alphabet {f, ⊥}, state set {q, q f } and unique final state q f and whose rules follow accepts the language of powerlists of natural numbers presented in unary notation with the symbol s (binary, in Σ INT2 ) and 0 (constant in Σ INT0 ). We use artificially a successor symbol s of arity 2 instead of 1 as usual, because of the assumption that Σ = Σ 0 Σ 2 in Section 3.1 (2 for instance is written s(0, s(0, 0))). The other symbols are f (binary, in Σ PUSH ), and g (binary, in Σ INT ≡ 1 ), used for the root of powerlist only (as above). The rules of the VTAM ≡ ≡ are the following:
→ q f (y 1 , y 2 ) g q(y 1 ), q(y 2 ) −−−−→ y1≡y2 q f (y 1 )
Note that only the f symbol is pushed on the memory. Therefore, only the upper structure of the powerlist is saved in the memory and tested at root position for structural equality. This way, we ensure that this upper part is well balanced, hence that the list has length 2 n . Some equational properties of algebraic specifications of powerlists have been studied in the context of automatic induction theorem proving and sufficient completeness [13] . Tree automata with constraints have been acknowledged as a very powerful formalism in this context (see e.g. [6] ). We therefore believe that a characterisation of powerlist (and the complement language) as VTAM ≡ ≡ for the automated verification of algorithms on this data structure.
Red-black trees. A red-black is a binary search tree following these properties:
1. every node is either red or black, 2. the root node is black, 3. all the leaves are black, 4. if a node is red, then both its sons are black, 5. every path from the root to a leaf contains the same number of black nodes.
The four first properties are local and can be check with standard TA rules. The fifth property make the language red-black trees not regular and we need VTAM ≡ ≡ rules to recognize it. It can be checked by pushing all the black nodes read, we use for this purpose a symbol black ∈ Σ PUSH . When a red node is read, the number of black nodes in both its sons are check to be equal (by a test ≡ on the corresponding memories) and only one corresponding memory is kept. This is done with a symbol red ∈ Σ INT ≡
1
. When a red node is read, the equality of number of black nodes in its sons must also be tested, and a black must moreover be pushed on the top of the memory kept. The structure test is done with an auxiliary symbol aux ∈ Σ INT ≡ 1 , located just above the black symbol. It means that the VTAM ≡ ≡ recognizes not exactly the red-black tree but a representation with additional nodes. This can be considered as already satisfying in the context of verification. In [11] a special class of tree automata is introduced and used in a procedure for the verification of C programs which handle balanced tree data structures, like red-black tree. Based on the above example, we think that, following the same approach, VTAM ≡ ≡ can also be used for similar purposes.
Conclusion
Having a tree memory structure instead of a stack is sometimes more relevant (even when the input functions symbols are only of arities 1 and 0). We have shown how to extend the visibly pushdown languages to such memory structures, keeping determinization and closure properties of VPL. Our main contribution is then to extend this automaton model, constraining the transition rules with some regular conditions, while keeping decidability results. The structural equality and disequality tests appear to a be a good constraint class since we have then both decidability of emptiness and Boolean closure properties.
